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1. Topicality of the problt
The relevance of the scientii arch presented in the dissertation on

management of road infrastructur : , achieve sustainable development of

agrrculture can be considered in seve ' pects: 1)The application of the concept

of sustainable development in agrir rnd its importance for the future of the

humanity and the planet, 2) The role portance of the agricultural sector in the

modern economy in relation to r-.1oals set for achieving sustainable

development; 3) The role of infrastrr-: ' n rural areas to improve the sustainable

development of agriculture; 4) lr"r ;rre flt of agricultural productivity and

development of trade in agriculture :, importance and development of road

infrastructure and agriculture in the s of the Western Balkans ln this sense,

the research poses topical quest; .'id is distinguished by originality and

dissertability.
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2. Purpose, tasks, hypoth,' s it'ld research methods
The presented research is orier.:1,,: '1 ,'/vards the analysis of the connectivity of

the road infrastructure for sustainablc -: ;ultural development in the countries of

the Western Balkans. The main objer , to determine how agriculture should be

developed in view of the transpori '- 'a iructure as one of the most important

economic activities in the region i ,;condary objective is to identify the

importance of certain agro-economic - rrs for the construction of an adequate

policy for regional development, whi r rnbines the development of agriculture

and other activities in one functional ,

ln this regard, the following sc frc i:,,ir:ks were set: 1) determination of the

current state of agricultural developr I i' lire region of the Western Balkans, incl.

identifying possible factors that dete: rhe economic importance of agriculture

in the Western Balkans, determinino i iLience of certain agro-economic factors

for sustainable development within ;tern Balkan countries; 2) defining the

strengths and weaknesses of the V\ :[n ',, K?t't countries in terms of sustainable

agriculture and rural developmelr. i;ioposing a development model to

significantly improve the potential o r iigro-economic factors for sustainable

development in the Western Balkan' Lermination of the need, importance and

development of the national tran: i' -y and analysis of EU policies for

financing infrastructure projects ir e ion, incl. international factors and

transport policy of the EU, opport ;: ,,;r'integration of the national regional

network as a basic condition t :'r"irtional integration; 4) analysis of

infrastructure projects in the roa -.rk in the Western Balkans region,

pan-European transport corridors a -- I context and the importance of EU

investment and funding in road and i rI r, ifrastructure.

The main hypothesis of the \' .; s based on the statement that the

development of the road network tl ri,estments in the road network would

increase the transport of agriculturai t,,, which would have a positive impact

on the overall economic situation rn , fl Balkans.

Special hypotheses: 1) The co' : , f the road network of the countries of

the Western Balkans with the othe iworks in the region allows a faster

integration of the region into the [ -:;so an economic, social and political

connection; 2) The lack of coopera :n the countries of the region in the

further economic development, but e rapid integration of the countries of

the region into the EU; 3) lnvesting , elopment of a modern road network

allows greater efficiency and effecti' iransport, reduction of transport costs

and a positive impact on the enviror
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The applied research methocj ' : - . :) accordance with the set goals and
objectives.

3. Visualization and presc:'' 'i, :: cf the obtained results
The dissertation submitted for r 2O5 pages long. lts structure includes

an introduction, six chapters, a con rid a list of used sources. The results
are presented in 10 tables and 10 fig - ,ii pictures.

4. Discussion of results ar r"lnces
The dissertation presents th , of the conducted research in six

general information about the ci i ie nt of transport infrastructure and
introduces the key terms. The i -:lr3p1sr. "Theoretical assumptions of
sustainable development" discuss, ncept of sustainable development,
presents an analysis of the factors ,les of sustainable development and
indicators of sustainable deve The third chapter "Theoretical-
methodological approach to agricLr i;;rlyzes the role of agriculture in the
economy, presents the concept of : : agriculture, the role of strategies in
agriculture and agricultural policy, , to the development of agriculture in
the globalized economy. The fourt :xamines a strategy for sustainable
agricultural development through rr .'ucture and emphasizes sustainable
agriculture and rural development. hapter "The importance of roads for
development and trade in agricult' es the effect of rural infrastructure
investment on market access and t qricultural trade in particular, as well
as the conditions and complemer ,red to benefit maximization for the
development of agriculture and tt n of poverty. The focus is on the
importance of road infrastructure fc regration, development and trade in
agriculture from both in macro perspectives The sixth chapter
"Agriculture and transport infrastru /Vestern Balkan countries" presents
an analysis of agriculture in the Balkan countries, in particular an
examination of the challenges and (. ;es for the Western Balkan countries
of the implementation of the Europ :velopment policy, a reflection of the
state of the road network in the U rans, national transport policies and
the need for development, EU po ancing infrastructure projects in the
region as a prerequisite for the ini , the national regional network in the
international road network, valorizal ;tructure pro1ects rn the road network
in the Western Balkans region Bali.. rportunities to join the Pan-European
Corridors in the transport and regic'
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ln conclusion, the main : ^ rns were presented considering:
1)agriculture as an economic sect ntial importance for the development
and survival of a country; 2) susta; iculture as the efficient production of
high-quality, safe agricultural prodL way that protects and improves the
natural environment, social and e .'. conditions for farmers, agrrcultural
workers and local communities ' asures for health and well-being;
3) transport infrastructure as an imr rrce of goals and content of economic
policies of society, incl. a general i, or the development of the economy,
4) the importance of improving rura ;ture, particularly rural roads; 5) poorly

developed infrastructure, outdated ; capacity, inadequate organization of
transport, security and environmen* Lion as the main economic barriers to
growth, increasing productivity i ?titiveness; 6) the improvement of
connectivity within the Western Ba vell as between the Western Balkans
and the European Union, as a kei ,r growth and job creation, which will

contribute to clear benefits for the y and citizens of the region; 7) the
development and implementation ( and strategies, financing of measures
and reforms, the inclusion of thr ector and the management of road
infrastructure with an emphasis on rable development of agriculture.

The described literary sources j of the thesis are 234 in number
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5. A model

economic factors

Balkans.

S, A reasoned strategy for lhe sustainable development of agrrcultur* in the

Western Balkans, based sn the road infrastructure as the rnain *lement of

ru*tainability,
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